Door Style: Fusion
Material: TSS
Color: Silverstrand
Door Style: Ultra
Material: High Gloss Acrylic
Color: Aura White

Door Style: Loft HG
Material: TSS
Color: Cognac
Door Style: Loft VG
Material: TSS
Color: Greystone

Door Style: Metro HG
Wood: Maple Rift Cut Veneer
Stain: Natural
Door Style: Easton Plus 5 Pc
Wood: Maple
Opaque: Lace
Door Style: Metro HG
Wood: Cherry Rift Cut Veneer
Stain: Sienna
Door Style: Taylor Plus 5 Pc
Wood: Alder
Stain: Nutmeg
Door Style: Loft WG
Material: TSS
Color: Coastal

Door Style: Ultra
Material: High Gloss Acrylic
Color: Eclipse
Cherry is a rich, premium hardwood. Coloring can range from pinkish brown, white, green or yellow. Cherry typically has sapwood, pitch pockets, streaks and pin knots and will darken with age.

Alder is a hardwood that is lighter in weight and softer than other hardwoods. Alder has a fine, straight grain similar to Cherry and Maple with a uniform honey color. Some tight knots are typically present. Alder stains well across the full color spectrum.

Maple is a dense, straight-grained hardwood with uniform coloring. When stained, Maple can have a mottled appearance and small mineral streaks. Maple will age slightly over time.

Walnut is a premium hardwood that has long been prized for its rich beauty, warmth and strength. The grain is generally straight and open, but sometimes has wavy or curly patterns. Color can vary from creamy white to light or chocolaty brown, occasionally with darker sapwood streaks. Walnut will “mellow” and lighten as it ages.

Red Oak is known for its strength and stability and has a prominent open grain. Oak ranges in color from white to yellow to reddish brown. Small pin knots and minor mineral streaking are present. Graining may vary from closely knit to a sweeping arch pattern.

Artizen’s Rustic offerings in Cherry, Alder, Walnut and Oak are hand selected to have more pronounced variations of their respective natural characteristics. You’ll find greater color variation, more noticeable graining, and additional knots, mineral streaks, burls and pinholes.

THERMO STRUCTURED SURFACE (TSS)
TSS has the look of real wood veneer with greater color uniformity, durability and ease of maintenance. TSS is a thermally hardened surface created when 100% pure melamine resins, along with special phenolics are heated and pressurized. TSS door styles have color coordinating PVC edge band and are available in both horizontal and vertical grain. Grain pattern and color tones are not bookmatched.

HIGH GLOSS ACRYLIC
High Gloss Acrylic is characterized by its polished, high gloss surface with a striking depth of color. This material is superior in appearance to the thermofill, solid color laminates, or high pressure laminates on the market today. Careful maintenance is required to keep the glossy finish. High Gloss Acrylic door styles are available with either coordinating PVC or stainless steel PVC edge band.

RIFT CUT WOOD VENEER
Rift Cut Wood Veneer is cut from the log in a manner that produces a more straight grained pattern than the less expensive rotary method of producing wood veneer. Rift Cut door styles have wood veneer edge band and are available in both horizontal and vertical grain. Wood grain pattern and color tones are not bookmatched.

OPAQUE
Changes in climate conditions cause all wood products to expand and contract. As a result, opaque finished solid wood doors/drawer fronts will show seamed lines on all solid wood joints and panels as the seasons change. MDF is more structurally stable and has less expansion and contraction due to seasonal humidity changes than solid wood. Artizen uses MDF door/drawer front construction wherever possible to minimize expansion and contraction issues with Opaque door styles.

The uniqueness of wood is its variation in color and grain pattern. Just as no two trees are alike, no two pieces of wood are alike.
Door Styles

TSS & HIGH GLOSS ACRYLIC

- FA LOFT HG TSS
- FA LOFT VG TSS
- FA FUSION TSS
- FA ULTRA High Gloss Acrylic

RAISET PANEL

- FA METRO HG Rift Cut Wood Veneer
- FA METRO VG Rift Cut Wood Veneer
- FA SOHO HG Rift Cut Wood Veneer
- FA SOHO VG Rift Cut Wood Veneer

FLAT PANEL

- FA HILL
- FA MEXICAN
- FA SUMMIT
- FA PORTLAND

- FA EASTON
- FA TAYLOR
- FA SANTA FE
- FA LIBERTY
- FA VISTA

- FA CLASSIC
- FA HAYWARD
- FA MINFIELD
- FA GALVESTON

- FA WATERFORD
- FA GLENWOOD
- FA HERITAGE
- FA PRINCETON
- FA WYNDHAM

rugged wood available in many door styles.

Visit our website at artizen cabinetry.com or see your Artizen Cabinetry dealer for details.
Streamline Your Kitchen

Our well designed organization options make your space functional as well as stylish. Take note and bring these ideas to your Artizen dealer when designing your cabinetry project. For a full selection of our organization products and accessories, visit our website at artizencabinetry.com.
Every kitchen is unique – from the cabinetry and hardware to finishes and color – and every cook has their own way of using the kitchen. Before starting your design, make a list of what’s important in your new design. Some questions to ask yourself: What’s missing in your current space? What do you like to cook? Do you bake often? How do you shop? Talking these things over with your Artizen dealer while designing your project can help to best utilize your space and to create a kitchen that’s both functional and beautiful.
Our Commitment

Our mission is to produce custom cabinetry that reflects your personal style and help to organize your life while creating the least impact on the environment.

Artizen Cabinetry is committed to environmentally responsible manufacturing procedures. We are a proud member of the Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturer Association’s (KCMA) Environmental Stewardship Program (ESP). The ESP certification means that Artizen Cabinetry’s processes and materials adhere to strict standards set by this comprehensive green cabinetry program.

Additionally, Artizen is committed to reducing our carbon footprint by reducing energy usage, improving air quality, and reducing our waste stream.

Some examples:
- Installing LED lighting to cut energy usage by 24%
- Utilizing distillers to reclaim solvents and finish byproducts
- Grinding up scrap wood to be used for animal bedding, reducing landfill waste
- Only using low VOC stains and top coatings on our state of the art flat line finishing system

Artizen Cabinetry is committed to building community and providing friendly customer service. We are a family owned company and proud to be the number one employer in a small town in South Dakota. Our employees are our most valuable resource, producing quality products with care.